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Living Green Designs is the Green service leader In landscape

Zach Steeber

design, landscape construction and landscape maintenance. Our

Principal Owner

services are designed for the environmentally responsible home or

Gary Garcia

business who wants to be green. Whether you are concerned with
the environmental impacts of your landscape or you want to make
a healthy change, our services are for you!

Design Principal
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
310.798.1089 424.254.8464
living-green-designs.com

ZACH STEEBER

Owner, Landscape Contractor

Zach attended California Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo, earning a Bachelors of
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Science in Agricultural Science and a minor in Horticulture and Residential Landscape Design in
2006. At Cal Poly he was trained in horticulture, arboriculture, plant materials, botany, irrigation
design, landscape construction, residential landscape design, and environmental design. In
addition to his Cal Poly curriculum, Zach studied at Cornell University in 2004 for two semesters.
His time spent in Ithaca, New York focused on agricultural business and science. This experience
allowed him to study landscape design in a different cultural and environmental climate.

At Cal Poly his talents grew, creative boundaries expanded but his passion has remained to
sustainable landscaping. As part of the on-going concerns with our environment, and the
advancement of our profession Zach studied under Professor Rutherford. Under his guidance

Education

Zach began to learn about sustainable practices in landscape through rotational grazing. This

California Polytechnic State University

sparked an interest and it became an endless journey of knowledge in sustainable landscaping.

B.S. in Agricultural Science

Any book that Zach could find on the subject and enrolling in courses ignited his passion even
further. Through environmental decision making Zach believes we can make a green impact

Professional Associations

locally that will make a difference globally. Everyone can be green, one step at a time!

California Landscape Contractors Association

Professional Awards
CLCA Beautification Outstanding
Achievement Award Residential Design/Build
CLCA Beautification Outstanding
Achievement Award Commercial Design/Build
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Redondo Beach, CA 90278
310.798.1089 424.254.8464
living-green-designs.com

Key Projects
Community Corporation
Santa Monica, Ca

B.H. Properties
Huntington Beach, Ca

Hunt Enterprises
Torrance, Ca

∙Design Build
∙Construction Management
∙Affordable Housing
∙Sustainable Installation

∙Design Build
∙Construction Management
∙Sustainable Installation
∙Custom Fabrication

∙Design Build
∙Sustainable Installation
∙Prime Consultant

Toyota Dealership
Manhattan Beach, Ca

Threshold Interactive
Culver City, Ca

Wanderlust Yoga
Hollywood, Ca

∙Project Manager
∙Landscape Design
∙Vertical Planting
∙Coastal Planting

∙Design Build
∙Construction Management
∙Sustainable Installation
∙Custom Fabrication

∙Design Build
∙Sustainable Installation
∙Construction Management
∙Custom Fabrication

GARY GARCIA

Design Principal

Gary G. attained a Master of Landscape Architecture as well as a Graduate Certificate in Archi-
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tecture and Urbanism from the University of Southern California in 2010, where he aggressively
explored the possibilities of overlaying landscape design-based program uses with cultural and
social trends. The results were a set of design strategies that reformed and enhanced the
approach of creating urban environments and experiences utilizing exploration of the interfaces
of the spatial design fields within the climate of political negotiation, social/cultural trends,
infrastructure and ecological strategies. The desire to firmly establish these findings were first
introduced at Otis College of Art and Design, Architecture/Landscape/Interiors program, where
he earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 2008. This multi-disciplinary program fueled his intellectual
and professional interest in our understandings of the "private and public" living spaces we
inhabit. Gary began his professional career by working as a designer for Robert Treman Architec-

Education

ture, while completing an Associate of Architecture in 2003 from Santa Monica College.

University of Southern California
Masters of Landscape Architecture
Certificate in Urbanism and Architecture

Gary has held professional internships with SWA Group and employed with Valley Crest Design
Group and Earth Asia design group, international design firms in the fields of landscape archi-

Otis College of Art and Design
BFA in Architecture, Landscape, Interiors

tecture, planning and urban design. Most notably as a Senior Designer with KAS Design
Company in Shenzhen, China. Where he established and led Concept Development of Urban

Professional Awards

Designs dealing with Commercial Architecture and Public Landscapes.

CLCA Beautification Outstanding
Achievement Award Commercial Design/Build
Westside Urban Forum
Public/Open Space Design Award

Key Projects
Ocean Breeze Villas
Huntington Beach, Ca

Riverside Plaza
Riverside, Ca

Majestic Properties
Van Nuys, Ca

Toyota Dealership
Manhattan Beach, Ca

∙Master Planning
∙Custom Furnishings
∙Sustainable Design
∙Lighting Design

∙Urban Design
∙Landscape Design
∙Urban Retail Plaza
∙Lighting Design

∙Master Planning
∙Sustainable Design
∙Native Planting
∙Material Sourcing

∙Project Manager
∙Landscape Design
∙Vertical Planting
∙Coastal Planting

Santa Barbara Library
Santa Barbara, Ca

Hollywood
Central Park
Hollywood, Ca

Donguang Plaza
Shenzhen, China

Lujiazui Capital Plaza
Shanghai, China

∙Urban Design
∙Landscape Design
∙Public Realm
∙Outdoor Retail

∙Urban Design
∙Landscape Design
∙Natural Systems
∙Sustainable Design

KCET NELA Placemaking Design Competition
Honorable Mention “Wayfinding Systems”
AIA Los Angeles Design Awards
Next LA Merit Award Winner, DRDS
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∙Project Manager
∙Landscape Design
∙File Management
∙Design Development

∙Design Development
∙Graphic Design
∙Model Design

Living Green Designs: Threshold Interactive - Corporate Headquarters
The Threshold Interactive Corporate Headquarters is located in the Hayden Tract and Smiley
Blackwelde area of Culver City. The corporate
green space is on the boundary of the industrial and residential zone and establishes a
distinct space that requires a sensitivity to its
residential neighbors. Threshold Interactive is a
digital creative agency crafting stories of
national brands. Telling a mindful story
through sustainable design Living Green
Designs developed a strategy that encompasses sustainable materials and incorporates
company branding into the landscape. The
landscape is balanced with design features
including a group workspace and small group
workspace, each is made of poured in place
concrete tables and benches. The group bench
backseat and table top use recycled redwood

slats creating a contrast in texture and color. As part of the
branding elements, an eight foot concrete wall holds a
corten steel panel with the Threshold Interactive sign
engraved onto the surface. Ultimately the entire landscape
is centered around the focal point, a six foot tall corten steel

Living Green Designs: Threshold Interactive - Corporate Headquarters

water sculpture. This custom piece was hand made by company logo and serves as a stand out feature in the
Living Green Designs. The self contained water sculp- landscape.
ture is an interpretation of the Threshold Interactive

Living Green Designs: Coastal Garden
Replacing turf at this cozy Redondo Beach
home saves approximately 500 gallons per
watering cycle a week. Furthermore using
native planting, decomposed granite and
mulch allows for the rainfall to percolate easily
into the soil and recharge natural water
resources on site. This transformation also
removes the need of lawn mowers and edgers
ultimately reducing emissions and noise pollution. This scheme allows for diversity for bird
and insect habitats. The planting palette is
vibrant with color particular in the orange,
purple and blues. The grass planting invokes
images of coastal living with rolling shorelines.
In addition the grasses screen the patio space
for privacy. Design features include a custom
corten steel planter box, poured in place concrete steps, a raised deck and flagstone patio.

Living Green Designs: Coastal Garden

Living Green Designs: California Classic Elegance
The design goal at this California residence was to create an elegant entertaining
space in a classic style that would draw guests
into a colorful tropical paradise. Viewable from
inside the residence, the disappearing water
feature serves as the main focal point, drawing
guests outside. This water feature is sustainably built with local Palos Verdes Stone
sourced 8 miles south of the residence. The
cascade seems as if a natural water spout had
risen from the grounds and created a new
oasis in the bleak yard. There are four distinct
areas which include a fire pit accompanied by
a built in natural stone seating bench, pergola
sitting area with retractable awning, a raised
bar with central bbq and outdoor dining area,
and the sunning deck which flanks the waterfall perfect for a tranquil summer afternoon.

The waterfall being the central focal point links the outdoor dining area with the intimate raised fire pit lounge.
The fire pit lounge is the ideal space for a casual yet
intimate outdoor gathering or casual social group experience. Nestled into the corner of the yard the tropical plants

Living Green Designs: California Classic Elegance

provide a natural border and curtail the views of
users, giving a sense of privacy. The patio space was
added to accommodate for large family function
and social gathers. When not serving these functions, each area is sectioned into an outdoor room
with its own allure. The planting is a mix of drought
tolerant plants with tropical flare, including king,
pygmy date, and kentia palms trees. Keeping with
the tropical theme, annual plants were added in key
focal areas for added color.
Over half of the lawn area was removed and
replaced with a natural flagstone patio. The flagstone patio space slopes into a swale the keeps rain- going well into the evening. Day or night the water
water on site, recharging ground water. Custom feature fills the space with a gentle ambiance that
landscape lighting was done throughout each area. relaxes and calms the senses.
LED down lights illuminate the built in seating areas
while the recessed pergola lighting keeps the party

Living Green Designs: Sustainable Modern Residence
The front yard brings together sustainable landscape practices creating a planting
that is inviting, colorful and vibrant. The front
yard design strategy was to move away from a
traditional lawn to a perennial, native palette
of drought tolerant, wildlife promoting plants.
The traditional lawn was replaced with a
drought tolerant ground cover, dymondia
silver carpet that requires only supplemental
water in summer months. The dymondia lawn
is burmmed to collect rainwater which promotes the regeneration of local groundwater.
Native and mediterranean shrubs create a lush
landscape that is vibrant in colors, textures and
shape while maintaining water conservation.
As this landscape grows and flourishes a microhabitat for local birds and insects is created
which adds excitement and character to the

residence. Furthermore, the selection of these plants allows
for a micro drip irrigation system that replaces overhead
sprinklers, a direct contrast to typical Southern California
lawns which require and waste large amounts of fresh
water.

Living Green Designs: Sustainable Modern Residence

The goal achieved with the backyard design is
to create a sustainable modern space that brings the
family in harmony with nature. The design principle
used to partition this large space into smaller outdoor
spaces, allow the residents to utilize the area to its
fullest potential. The design repurposes a two car
garage driveway as a dining/bbq space with permeable concrete pavers. This patio acts as an extension
from the kitchen to the outdoors. The new pavers
seamlessly merge as part of the landscape and add
value to the outdoor dining experience. The
dining/bbq area remains elevated and overlooks a
custom intimate firepit seating area finished in decomposed granite. Decomposed granite is a local material
that is used to promote the regeneration of ground
water and reduce urban stormwater runoff by allowing
water to filter into the soil below.

Modern floating stairs descend into two by
two pavers that outline the edge of the fire pit area.
When on the fire pit provides warmth and a natural
ambiance for guest gathering to socialize. The fire pit
serves as the focal point anchoring the space. In addition, the fire pit seconds as a table outfitted with a
custom redwood cover. The rolling landscaping
around the perimeter matches the pallet used in the
front yard. In addition, the backyard is flanked with
three vegetable planters for the residence to grow

Living Green Designs: Contemporary Culture
This contemporary landscape is a transitional
garden that terraces from the street level to the
finish floor of the residence. This design
responds to the steep elevation change with a
terracing planters fitted with a drip irrigation
system. A smart irrigation system allows for the
selection of plantings that are colorful, clean
and inviting. The water is focused on the individual plants, thus reducing water run off and
the loss of water through evaporation. The
water in this systems keeps the soil moist year
round and allows for the vibrant and colorful
plantings such as red bananas, birds of paradise and multi color lantana to grow and flourish year round. The terracing planters are
finished with a smooth light stucco to compliment the contemporary tone of the home. A
flagstone cap brings a level of elegance and

depth to the landscape. Architectural screens block views
and add privacy to the sides of the home. A contemporary
courtyard greets you at the main entrance. The courtyard is
framed with redwood seating benches that extend into a
minimalist planter containing a green japanese maple.

Living Green Designs: Contemporary Culture

Living Green Designs: Tranquil Garden
A modernist yard in its theory is an outdoor living room. This residence landscape
design follows this mantra and creates a series
of rooms using geometric horizontal and vertical lines along with elevated elements guided
by a central visual and circulation line. The
emphasis on hardscape rather than plantings
creates a clean and uncluttered feeling
throughout the yard. The clean finishes and
tight grid of the pavers are the base for this
modernist layout. A detached garage is across
the yard and faces the adjacent alleyway. Direct
access is required on a daily basis for the residents of this home. Turning an access problem
into a design feature a series of two by two
pavers interlocked by gray stones, create the
predominant circulation in the backyard.
Beginning from the homes deck area and

moving along to bordering the lawn area and rows of elijah
blue fescue, one arrives to the base of custom built floating
stairs that elevates to the car garage. While the pavers are
laid on a tight grid, the floating stairs play within the grid
system and are interlocked with planting areas. This allows
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for the step system to become a sculpture in the
landscape. The adjacent plantings of bronze baby
new zealand flax and ornamental sweet potato vine
compliment this modern grid layout as a vertical
feature. Subtle half walls rise from the ground to
define the edge of the upper and lower rooms. This
wall has a custom built in concrete bench that serves
the observers of the large lawn area. In the same line
as the bench rises the focal planter complete with a
peppermint willow specimen tree. This vertical wall,
planter and seating bench divide and define the
upper and lower outdoor rooms. The upper room
serves as access to the garage as well as a childrens
play area. All rooms are visible from one another so
that no matter where you, the family can all be
together in the backyard outdoor space.

Living Green Designs: Modern Outdoor Comfort
A landscape can have minimal planting
and emphasis on hardscape and still be considered a place of leisure and relaxation. Such is
the case for this residence where two by two
pavers create an outdoor living room with a
water feature that brings a zen quality to the
space. The pavers are spaced out and planted
with a vibrant succulent that grows from a
stone accent. The water feature is a custom
built fountain with a disappearing water fall.
Continuing with the modern theme, the waterfall catchment seamlessly becomes part of the
hardscape design being the same size, shape
and color of the adjacent pavers. The pavers
lead to a minimalist seating/sunning area that
is framed with a modern open air trellis. The
space is outlined with a square cut modern
blue stone patio. The space is open, balanced

and uncluttered. The landscape finds peace by using less
and doing more. Furthermore as part of the landscape a
pergola provides a quiet intimate seating area in direct
view of the water feature.

